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of "DIE ZEITUNG"
,

the anti-Nazi newspaper

published in London:-

"V" THROUGH "S"

The "V” for Victory movement is one of themost powerful moral weapons
ever forged in a war. It has created the atmosphere for breaking the chains

of oppression. Now the actual breaking must be taken in hand. The fight
must pass from symbolism to action. A mighty "S" movement, "S" for Sabotage,
must complete and intensigy the "V" for Victory campaign. Otherwise the "V"

campaign may gradually fade away.

Experience in the last war proved that no general call for sabotage,
however emphatic it may be, results in more than separate individual deeds

on a small scale. "Burn!", "Wreck!", "Blow up !” remain words without general

effect, words that may, here and there, inspire bold individuals, with technical

knowledge and a spirit of self-sacrifice, to do plucky deeds. Against Hitler

single blazes of straw are not enough; prairie fires are needed.

By his "now order " of pillage and theft Hitler has turned nearly every

man in the occupied countries into a potential wrecker. These men must be

trained for active wrecking, taught how to do the most harm with the least

personal danger. This can be done by ware less, by leaflets dropped from

aircraft, so as to create an army of wreckers, an army with an "S" General

Staff and corps of instructors. Military and industrial engineers should

give detailed instructions for every means of wrecking Hitler’s war machine,
from the big fly-wheels to the smallest ball-bearings, from petrol stations

or dumps to railway points. The task of this staff would be to teach the

"S" army what to do and how to do it in the simplest and least perilous way.

Wrecking has to be learned. Wreckers have to be told, how trains can be

derailed, telegraph wires cut, bridges, roads and. lock gates damaged, how

hydro-electric power stations can be put out of action and. tunnels blocked.

These things have to be learned, as well as minor wrecking by peasants in the

fields, woodcutters in forests, by millions of men technically unskilled. All

this calls for well-planned leadership. If good ideas are put into men’s heads

a spring tide of the will to wreck will flood the oppressed countries.

The last war proved that wreckers work best when they feel that behind

them stands an organised power, even if only morally. They need an authority

to lend, them mental support. The task of the "S" General Staff should, be to

give the wreckers both the impulse and the moral support for their word, to

make of them soldiers who fight as a unit among comrades. Then separate,
isolated action will become a mass attack.

The effects of an "S" campaign, vigorously, constantly and consistently

carried through by wireless, leaflets and other means, would shatter the

shaky spirit of the German troops of occupation. Even Goebbels could not lie

his way round wrecking. Never was the moment so favourable for such an

offensive. It would bring "V" through "S".
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